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Abstract The main aim of this paper is to keep an eye on the growing betel leaf inside the greenhouse using Internet of 

Things (IoT). Maintaining the growth of the betel leaf helps in the quality and quantity of the production throughout 

the year. Since betel leaf can be grown all over many years one can maintain the data of the surrounding temperature, 

soil moisture, its climbing stems are also observed and these data are recorded and stored in the Amazon Web Server 

(AWS). For this we use Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) such as temperature sensor, soil moisture sensor, 

accelerometer sensor, relay, water pump. These sensors help in detecting any changes inside the greenhouse and those 

data are stored in AWS and can be retrieved whenever necessary. GSM Module allows mobile phone to receive 

message through GPRS.   

Keywords---Internet of things (IoT), Renesas Microcontroller, Wireless sensor network (WSN), Amazon Web Services 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The demanding interest for crop creation and quality has 

basically dilated in the usage of wonderful nursery or 

greenhouse. The dilated people requests for large live of 

yield creation. We are able to develop the harvests which 

require some specific natural conditions within the nursery. 

This task portrays the set up and execution of remote 

detector systems for nursery condition perceptive. The 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is one among the 

foremost essential innovations without delay. Without delay 

can exhibit a top level view of the IoT wonders even as its 

applications on nursery. IoT may be a dream of a world 

wherever most articles square measure associated; 

transmission refreshes concerning their presentation 

therefore the people who use them to try to things all the 

additional with wisdom. The essential plan driving the IoT 

is that for all intents and functions every physical factor 

without delay likewise becomes a computer that's related to 

the online. Without delay detector can discover the 

elemental parameters of nature. The detected qualities are 

shown on a digital display show. The sensors square 

measure related to the microcontroller. the straightforward 

sensors associated through Associate in Nursing ADC. The 

message is send to the noncommissioned variety through 

GSM. The engine is ON naturally if the dirt wetness is a 

smaller amount. Microcontroller may be a computer gift in 

an exceedingly solitary coordinated circuit that is 

committed to perform one assignment and execute one 

express application. It contains a processor center, memory 

and programmable information or yield peripherals. The 

microcontroller used here is that the R5F100LE that may be 

a RL78 family smart microcontroller. GSM electronic 

equipment may be specific electronic equipment that 

acknowledges a SIM card and works over a membership to 

versatile activity, a lot of constant as a mobile phone. AT 

commands square measure used to regulate the GSM 

modems. Detector may be a device whose object is to spot 

changes in its condition, and subsequently provides a 

relating yield. The actual changes may well be within the 

lightweight, heat, movement, dampness, pressure, or any of 

a rare variety of alternative ecological marvels. A .Net 

internet application is introduced with EC2 example of 

Amazon internet server, since once the warning message 

got, and constant checking qualities are shown on website 

and chart is created with Pentaho ETL instrument and 

tableau programming therefore values with diagram is 

effectively to look at varieties in natural conditions. 

II. RELATED WORK 

A literature review could be a body of text that aims to 

review the essential points of current information and 

method approaches on a selected topic. For complete study 

of the system there's a requirement to travel through every 

and each technical fact of the connected material 

exhaustive. Conferred below is that the survey of associated 

technologies and outline of connected work exhausted the 

past. The survey done by the author’s focus is on a lot of 

energy-efficient IoT as Associate in Nursing enabler of 

varied applications together with agriculture. Specially, it 

aims to present a large set of models dealing with the 
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agriculture. Special attention and determination is paid for 

the growth of the plant and Amazon Web Server (AWS). 

Nowadays, to reduce the manual work in agricultural field 

many smart farming technologies are induced by using IoT 

sensors which has the ability to provide information within 

the agricultural fields. By implementing technologies like 

IoT the major factor is to improve the yields of the efficient 

crops. It monitors temperature and humidity using certain 

sensors and also captures images and sent to the farmer’s 

mobile phone via Wi-Fi. IoT based monitoring system in 

smart agriculture [9]. In this paper they have proposed a 

system which can collect information inside the greenhouse 

and the collected information helps to predict the changes in 

environment and helps in controlling the climatic 

conditions. They use certain sensors to predict the 

variations inside the greenhouse and monitors the crop to 

increase the yields and it also has certain advantages such as 

high testing precision, accuracy and clear data management. 

Computerized Environmental Control in Greenhouses [10]. 

Farmers faced many problems when all the agricultural field 

works was manually like farming resources optimization, 

decision making ability and land monitoring. All these 

problems are solved by the use of WSN in the agriculture. 

Using WSN provides the farmers to take real time decisions 

at the right time. By the use of WSN and the IoT 

technologies one can come up with the good and healthy 

crops throughout the year. Wireless sensor network in 

precision agriculture application [18]. Was proposed based 

on the small and medium sized greenhouse environment 

which is based on GSM technology and Radio 

Frequency(RF).It combines the remote communication 

technology with the GSM networks and allows the system 

to implement the small and medium sized greenhouse 

environment monitoring. It has achieved the real time 

monitoring of greenhouse environment by showing its 

stability, reliability and is capable of achieving in real time. 

The design and implementation of the greenhouse 

monitoring system based on GSM and RF technologies 

[13].        

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Nurseries in India are being conveyed in the high-elevation 

locales where the below zero temperature up to - 40° C 

makes any sort of ranch practically outlandish and in dry 

areas where conditions for plant development are 

antagonistic. The current arrangements essentially are: 

Laboring system: Laboring system setup contains graphic 

scrutiny of plant growth, manual plant irrigation, turning the 

temperature controllers ON and OFF, manual chemical 

spraying and pesticides. It takes time, is susceptible to 

human error and so less correct and unreliable. 

Complete mechanized system: Incomplete mechanized 

system set-up could be a grouping of manual 

superintendence and partial mechanization and is analogous 

in most respects to manual set-up however reduces the work 

needed to irrigate the set-up. 

Completely mechanized system: This can be a complicated 

set-up that is well furnished to retort to most of the climate 

changes going down within the greenhouse. It works on a 

response system that helps it respond effectively to the 

external stimulation. although this set-up overcomes the 

issues caused by human errors, it's not absolutely automatic 

and expensive. Errors, it isn't fully automated and costly. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

From the present downside, it will be seen that the 

prevailing systems are lean to handle the issues of 

greenhouse observation and management. To resolve these 

issues, we tend to propose greenhouse observation and 

management exploitation IoT and AWS. It consists 

principally of the sensors, the controllers, observation half, 

causing and receiving a message. Temperature device, soil 

moisture device, measuring system device are underneath 

the observation section. These sensors are accustomed sense 

the varied environmental conditions and also the values 

detected by the sensors can seem on the LCD digital display 

alphanumeric display. All the sensors are connected to the 

Renesas Microcontroller (R5F100LE) that may be a 

controller. The ADC are connected via analog sensors. The 

water pump is then connected to microcontroller through a 

relay. If any changes in the surface within the environmental 

set-up, an alert message is shipped to the registered mobile 

number through GPRS. Succeeding half is that the causing 

and receiving of the message. There's a GSM Module 

within the causing half that may send the data to the 

Amazon Web Server (AWS). The receiver half is an 

Amazon Web Server with an application that plays a pre-

defined message supported the text warning received from 

module GSM. Cube suit++ provides the benefit to increase 

the potential of the programs.  

 

Figure 4.1 Block Diagram of System Architecture 

Many embedded systems have considerably completely 

different styles per their functions and utilities. The 

microcontroller settled at the center of the diagram forms 
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the management unit of the whole system. Embedded at 

intervals the microcontroller may be a program that helps 

the microcontroller to require action supported the inputs 

provided by the output of the sensors. Here Amazon Web 

Service (AWS) and Internet of Things (IoT) square measure 

used. Wireless detector networks like measuring instrument, 

soil wet detector and temperature detector, whereas the 

whole unit alongside Amazon server, fulfills the thought of 

IoT. Accelerometers square measure mounted close to the 

betel pepper leaf. Any changes in position of the vines, 

produces and output voltage against gravity. The output of 

those measuring instrument sensors that is accelerometer 

sensor square measure given to the ADC unit of the 

microcontroller. Supported the program embedded at 

intervals the microcontroller the voltages generated by the 

measuring instrument square measure displayed on the 

LCD.  Soil Moisture sensors square measure placed within 

the soil at completely different places at intervals the farm. 

Output of those sensors, square measure given to the ADC 

unit of the microcontroller. supported the program 

embedded at intervals the microcontroller the voltages 

generated by the soil sensors square measure are displayed 

on the LCD. Temperature sensors square measure located in 

a completely different places at intervals of the farm. Result 

of those sensors, square measure given to the ADC unit of 

the microcontroller. Supported the program embedded at 

intervals the microcontroller the voltages generated by the 

temperature square measure displayed on the LCD. All the 

sensors connected to the microcontroller alongside GPRS, 

forms one entire node. Output of such nodes, placed at 

completely different places, at intervals the farm, is shipped 

to the Amazon server. Since betel pepper leaf cultivation is 

fully grown for many years the knowledge of each year is 

maintained within the Amazon Web Server (AWS). The 

storage of data in AWS helps to maintain the data for 

several years and storing of data also helps in the retrieval 

of data whenever required. 

Advantages of the projected system are: 

1. Any plant kind will be grown throughout the year 

thanks to automatic dominant of setting. 

2. Reduces manual work. 

3. Prevents the danger of failure by human errors at 

bound environmental conditions. 

4. Decreases the labor price by having a greenhouse. 

5. AWS keeps the record of the whole conditions of 

the plant throughout the year. 

6. If any changes surface within the greenhouse, 

message is shipped to the owner.    

V. RESULTS 

These constructions were designed for the management 

setting and check the parameters of the Piper betel leaf. 

Supported Effective greenhouse environmental management 

the output of the machine-driven approach to the world 

manual approach area unit adopted. The encryption is 

predicated on absolutely automatic management control. 

Microcontroller device Modules, this method obtains 

correct result from any of the input parameter. The setting 

in greenhouse will be terribly helpful for human 

intervention at that point.  Soil wetness device and therefore 

the wetness device area unit connected via ADC as a result 

of their analog sensors. The sensors have the ability to sense 

the various parameters and therefore the current output are 

going to be showed within the liquid crystal display and that 

they can send the messages to the owner via GPRS. AWS 

stores the data sent by the sensors from the start of the crop 

conditions throughout the year. Data is stored for every 2 

minutes in AWS. 

 
Figure 5.1 Overall setup of Betel Leaf Cultivation 

The above figure 5.1 represents the overall setup of the 

Betel Leaf Cultivation. All the sensors like temperature 

sensor, soil moisture sensor, accelerometer sensor, water 

pump and relay are connected to the Renesas 

microcontroller. Renesas microcontroller controls the 

overall setup. LCD is connected to the Renesas board which 

displays the temperature value, soil moisture value and also 

if any changes in the growth of the plant is displayed on the 

LCD display. 

 
Figure 5.2 Message displayed on mobile phone via GPRS 
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The above figure 5.2 is the mobile display message. The 

message is displayed on the registered mobile number via 

General Packet Radio Service (GPRS). It is related to the 

accelerometer sensor which means accelerometer sensor is 

used to sense the change in the position to growing plant. If 

any change with respect to the change in the position of the 

plant sends the bended leaf message to the mobile number 

through GPRS. 

 

Figure 5.3  Data stored in AWS 

The above figure 5.3 represents the data stored in Amazon 

Web Server (AWS). Since betel leaf cultivation can be 

carried out above 5-6 years continuously, each and every 

day data must be preserved because it helps in the future to 

view the data of the past cultivation which also helps in the 

increase in the quality and quantity of the production. To 

achieve this, we use AWS to store the data of the 

cultivation.  

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper describes the look of Associate in Greenhouse 

IoT based mostly greenhouse watching system for the 

cultivation of Piper betel leaf vine. In recent times, 

agricultural comes area unit on the increase, in distinctive 

forms, even in urban areas. Technological advances create 

the agricultural sector increase high within which IoT is 

creating here. IoT can dramatically amendment however we 

have a tendency to live our daily lives, and also the data 

regarding to it is kept. Wireless sensors and GSM will 

produce the updates, these watching system percepts 

completely different parameters among the greenhouse. The 

system developed will prove profitable because it can 

optimize the greenhouse resources. The entire module is 

affordable, low-power, straightforward to access everyone, 

reduces manual work. This paper may be an elementary 

plan of greenhouse analysis, however there's still far more 

to be explored technologically. 

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

In this paper we've got enclosed the detectors like 

temperature sensor, soil moisture detector, accelerometer 

sensor; relay and water pump that helps in maintaining the 

environmental conditions within the greenhouse. Any 

changes within the greenhouse area unit sophisticated via 

GPRS. However, the disease caused for the pepper vine leaf 

or the betel stem or on the betel root and also the type of 

disease occurring on the leaf or stem or root and also the 

curative measures to cure the disease are often increased 

within the future work. The identification of the disease on 

the betel leaf can be made by image processing in the future 

work.  
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